Schools/Deans/Dept. Chairs – 2015 Fall Semester

Applied Technologies
Ron McFarland - Dean
Advanced Manufacturing-Tim Baber
    Fabrication
    Manufacturing
    Welding
Architecture & Interior Design-Dorothy Minarsch
Automotive Technology
Engineering Technology-Regina Blasberg
    Construction Technologies
    Construction Management
    Land Surveying
    Water Systems Technology
Telecommunications/Electronic Systems-L. Hilliard
    Computer Networking
    Electronic Systems

Business
Russell Waldon - Dean
Business-Nicole Faudree
Computer Application/Web Tech.-Melanie Lipman
Culinary Arts / Wine Studies-Cindy Schwanke
Economics-Guillermo Cruz
Hotel & Restaurant Management-Kevin Anthony
Paralegal-Nicole Faudree
Real Estate

Humanities
Andy McCutcheon – Dean (Interim)
American Sign Language-Deborah Sison
Cinema-Gary Peterson
English-Juan Buriel
ESL-Heather MacLean
Modern Languages-Claudia Acosta
Humanities-A. Kaiserman (Resp. Faculty, Chair)
Philosophy-Chris Blakey

Kinesiology & Athletics
Len Mohney - Dean
Kinesiology & Physical Education-Howard Fisher
Recreation Management

Mathematics, Sciences & Health Professions
Omar Torres - Dean
Allied Health Professions
    Certified Nursing Assistant-Tina Waller
    Emergency Medical Technician-Patti Haley
    Health Sciences-Patti Haley
    Medical Laboratory Technician-H. Chu
    Nursing-Tina Waller
Biological Sciences-Miriam Golbert
Chemistry-Heidi McMahon
Computer Science-Chris Ferguson
Engineering-David Martinez
Earth, Space & Environmental Sciences-M. Bates
Mathematics-Saburo Matsumoto
Public Safety
    Administration of Justice-Patti Haley
    Fire Technology-Keith Kawamoto
Physics-David Martinez

Social & Behavioral Sciences
Paul Wickline – Dean (Interim)
Anthropology-Lisa Malley
Communication Studies-Victoria Leonard
Education/Early Childhood Education-R. Marshall
History-Sherrill Pennington
Political Science-David Andrus
Psychology-Deanna Riveira
SHARP
Sociology-Anne Marenco

Student Services*
Debbie Rio - Dean
Counseling-Albert Loaiza
General Studies

Visual & Performing Arts
Carmen Dominguez - Dean
Art-Michael McCaffrey
Dance-Phylise Smith
Graphic & Multimedia Design-Kevin Jenkins
Media Entertainment Arts-Jeff Baker
Music-Bernardo Feldman
Photography-Wendy Brill-Wynkoop
Theater-Susan Hinshaw

*Note: Not an Academic School
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